The World of Work in a Time of COVID-19
An ILO Caribbean High Level Virtual Roundtable

20 April 2020 | 11:00 am - 12:30 pm ECT

This virtual dialogue, convened by the ILO, is part of a series of tripartite discussions, on world of work issues emerging as a result of COVID-19. As the pandemic provokes global tremors to the employment landscape, it is important to explore and address the status and progress in the Caribbean. On a bi-weekly schedule we will organize topical and thematic discussions open to the public.

- Disseminate and present some of the short-term measures implemented in the region to address the socio-economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as discuss policy options for economic and social recovery in the medium and long term.
- Share information on good practices and measures adopted by different countries.
- Provide mechanisms for social dialogue, consultation and connection between social partners and initiate debate around intervention frameworks that safeguard decent work opportunities in the region.

WHAT WE SEEK TO ACHIEVE:

CONNECT
+ INFO ON ilo.org/caribbean or on our social networks
+ You can participate virtually from home
+ Registration is required to receive an invitation
+ Limited spaces available

#ResilientWithDecentWork
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